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10
Israel and South Africa .; Nuclear
Collaboration

The decision to develop nuclear weapons in South Africa came in 1974
under South African prime minister B.). Vorster (1966-1978). It was
driven by the anticipated withdrawal of Portugal from Mozambique and
Angola, and the emerging Soviet and Cuban-backed African national-
ist movements that were posing a threat to Pretoria's apartheid policy.'
Pretoria, because of its unpopular system of apartheid, could not expect
any extended nuclear deterrence. The first nuclear weapons, without
fissile material, were assembled in 1977, a draft plan for the nuclear
path was outlined in April 1978,' and the decision to begin assembly
came in October 1978. To that end, Prime Minister P.W. Botha (1978-
1984) mandated a joint nuclear project between Armscor, the Defense
Force and the Atomic Energy Board.' The first nuclear device was ready
in November 1978.' The South African nuclear facilities used to design
and build its six nuclear weapons at Advena were dual-purpose, well
equipped, and had only 150 persons assigned to the project."

lsrael's nuclear weapons and strategic missile assistance to South
Africa was essentially a trade of fissile material for technology. However,
South Africa had been supplying uranium to Israel already by the 19605,
so it was this, conditioned by a perceived common threat in the rise
of post-colonial nationalism that drew the two states together," South
Africa's supply of uranium was significantly more valuable to Israel than
any effect South Africa could have on Israel's adversanes,?

Early South African-Israeli relations

Israel's victories in the 1967 Six Day War and subsequent October 1973
war alienated Israel's African allies, and saw Israel improve relations with
South Africa.' This was facilitated by an economically well positioned
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and actively Zionist Jewish community in South Africa." Israel was
dependent 011 South Africa's diamonds, which made up a substantial
part of the 30 per cent of exports that accounted for the Israeli diamond
trade.!" South Africa also had a preexisting commercial armaments rela-
tionship with Israel, dating to Israel's independence" I South Africa,
for example, produced under license Israeli patrol craft and anti-ship
missiles, development of tank armor, cruise missiles, reconnaissance
satellites and mobile missile launchers (of which two were bullt)." There
were many military exchanges, including Israeli assistance in base con-
struction in South Africa and South African provision of aircraft parts to
Israel.':'
Israel and South Africa had established a trade entente into the

1950s,14 and this was formalized in November 1974 with a secret
military-related cooperation agreement. IS A subsequent meeting in
Geneva in 1975 between Defense Minister Shimon Peres and Vorster
and his Defense Minister Botha established the basis for South African-
Israeli nuclear cooperation." Vorster visited Israel ill 1976 to confirm an
agreement to exchange 30 grams of Israeli tritium for 50 tons of uranium
are concentrate (yellowcake) in 1977.17 South Africa later sent addi-
tional shipments of uranium north for Israel's use and safekeeping. IS

This exchange was the result of an Israeli offer through South African
Brigadier j. Blaaw, which thereafter established a close relationship with
the Israeli Council for Scientific Liaison and South Africa's Arrnscor."
In 1977, Chairn Weizman, who was sent by Israeli prime minister
Menachem Begin (1977-1983) to assess the status of the Israeli-South
African accord, reported that Israel had agreed to supply South Africa
with nuclear warheads and Begin had agreed to continue the ear-
lier policies of Peres.20 In 1979, Weizman's agreement to sell South
Africa 175mm and 203mm tactical nuclear warheads was resisted by
the Dimona scientific community, who did not wish to share what was
considered cutting-edge Israeli technology at that rune." In 1985, Israel
and South Africa concluded a more comprehensive nuclear cooperation
agreement."
Israel's contribution to the South African effort could have been the

enriched uranium that went into producing the warheads for the South
African nuclear weapons." The South African pilot enrichment plant
could not have supplied more than one warhead as it was offline for
technical reasons between 1979 and 1981.24 More likely Israel provided
the technical background on aspects of nuclear industry, and left fuel
enrichment and warhead design to the South Africans. One lsraeli eye-
witness assessed the South Africans as lacking many nuclear weaponry
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skills." South African sources indicate that Israel offered an off-the-
shelf nuclear weapon." South Africa may have also been interested in
Israeli developments in laser enrichment." The US and the Soviet Union
believed that the tritium supplied by Israel was for research into boosted
fission weapons." In 1989 South Africa had completed the construc-
tion of the Advena Centrai Laboratories that were capable of producing
advanced nuclear warheads for mtsslles."

Large numbers of Israelis were identified working at the VaLindaba
enrichment plant in South Africa in the 1970s.'0 Israelis were spotted by
the CIA at the Kalahari test site in 1977, which was quickly covered up
once its discovery was announced by the Soviet Union." Mordechai
Vanunu reported visits by South African scientists to Dimona, and
another 200 South African scientists were working on missile projects
in Israel." In 1989 there were reportedly 7S Israeli engineers work-
ing on South Africa's missile program." Ampie Roux, the principal
leader of the South African nuclear program, had frequent trips to
Israel." Major-General Amos Horev, formerly chief scientist of the
Israeli Defense Ministry, toured South Africa's key nuclear facilities in
November 1979."
Some have argued that the technology transfers between Israel and

South Africa were non-sensitive and could not contribute directly to a
nuclear weapons program." This is suggested by the fact that Israel's
expertise lies with plutonium warheads, whereas South Africa relied
mainly on enriched uranium, although Israel does possess enrichment
facilities." South African prime minister F.W. De Klerk (1989-1994)
stated that South Africa did not receive assistance from Israel, which the
IAEAlater confirmed during its inspections, but some believed he lied.'"
US intelligence confirmed some level of Israeli-South African nuclear
collaboration.t?

Uranium barter

South African uranium Shipments to Israel began in 1963, totaling ten
tons of yellowcake.v' This may have been part of the unsafeguarded but
declared 1963 trade to Israel detailed to the Western Suppliers Group by
Pretoria," but by 1968 this reporting system was ended by South Africa,
and amounts exported to Israel became unknown." South Africa's
enriched uranium was all under IAEA safeguards, precluding shipment
of anything but unprocessed uranium." From 1967 South Africa pro-
vided uranium for Dimona without safeguards," and was the primary
supplier throughout the 1970s and 1980s." In the period 1972-1975,
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Israel received imports of natural uranium rods." By 1971 South Africa's
uusafeguarded pilot uranium facility at Peliudaba was complete, and in
1977 it began producing enriched uranium at 80 per cent." In 1977
South Africa sent one shipment of 500 tons, initially for safekeeping,
but later for lise by Israel." Israel enriched the uranium experimentally
by laser and jet nozzle (jointly developed with South Africa), but was pri-
marily reliant on calutrons." Later shipments of uranium were as high
as 600 tons.:" These imports contrast with Israel's mined capacity of 50
tons annually (out of an estimated 25,000 ton recoverable reserve)."

Uranium was a frequent export of South Africa, as Pretoria had sup-
plied more than a quarter of West Germany's uranium until 1977,
65 per cent of British uranium needs (1,300 tons annually), 900 tons
to France in 1977 and 4,000 tons of uranium to Taiwan for the period
1984-1990.52
Though South African supplies were vital, Israel had a diverse source

of alternate uranium suppliers, including Argentina, Belgium, the Cen-
tral African Republic, Gabon and Niger.53 Israel had also imported
uranium from Argentina specifically for the manufacture of its own
uranium rods."

Missile assistance

The missile facility at Overburg had the same layout as Israel's base at
Palmachtm." which Israel used in addition to the site at De Hoop to ~
test its Jericho 2 Inissile.s6 South Africa developed an additional site at ~
Marion Island for missile testing, 57 which was used by both.>"
South Africa had begun missile-related research with Israel in the late

1970s. Israel agreed to supply South Africa with eight missiles and teen-
nicaI assistance. South Africa sought a two-stage IRBMnuclear delivery
vehicle and a three-stage SLYrocket to launch surveillance satellltes."
The initial focus was on South Africa's development of Israel's Jericho 1
mrssile."? Israel subsequently shared the Jericho 2 technology, as well as
the S,OOO-kmrange and 7S0-kg payload Shavit SLy.'l South Africa used
these in its work on the RSA-4 Arnislon IRBM," and the RSA-3 SLV.63
The RSA-4s were tlight-tested on July 5, 1989, November 19, 1990, and
possibly in 1991" The July 5, 1989, test launch of the RSA-3 (modified
Jericho 2 and Shavit SLV) flew 1,.450 km." South Africa likely benefitted
from US technology contained ill the Israeli designs.66 On discovery in
1991, the US sanctioned South Africa for its work on missile technology
and Israel admitted under pressure to having exported the Jericho 1 mis-
sile to South Africa in violation of licensing agreements and the 1987
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MTCR.67 Israel's Jericho-2 sale was in part motivated by commerce.P
and its sale was funded from within Israeli-South African trade." The
12 missiles delivered may have been sent in exchange for SO tons of
urantum.?"

The Vela test

In 1977 the US and USSR detected, and then pressured South Africa
to cancel, an imminent nuclear test in the Kalahari desert of an ear-
lier nuclear warhead design." Subsequently, on September 22, 1979, a
US Vela satellite detected a double flash in the southern Indian Ocean
near the South Africa's Prince Edward Island, consistent with an atmo-
spheric nuclear test. The apparent detonation of a nuclear weapon in
1979 could not have been of a South African weapon, as their weapons
were too large at the time for aerial detonatlon." There were claims of
Israeli ships in the area, as well three smaller weapons tests being con-
ducted in the area to determine fallout patterns." It is likely the test was
primarily for the benefit of the Israelis, who were seeking to test a fis-
sion trigger for a fusion device. At the time of the test, South Africa had
closed access to Simonstown naval base and put search and rescue ele-
ments on standby." US intelligence estimates concluded that the Israelis
and South Africans would have had sufficient mutual trust to allow a
test to proceed." Although by 1995 the US intelligence community had
not come to an official consensus, the informal view was that there had
been a test for which Israel was primarily responsible." Although South
Africa reported no detectable fallout from the test," others sources argue
telltale isotopes were found;"

Alternate sources of nuclear assistance to South Africa

Certainly Israeli nuclear assistance was unnecessary for South Africa's
early arsenal, which it had created autonomously, and there were plenty
of other sources of expertise obliquely contributing to Pretoria's nuclear
weapons program. South Africa was involved with the UK in the mon-
itoring of US nuclear tests an the Southern Atlantic in 1958, and in the
monitoring of French tests in the Pacific in 1967.79 The British had also
likely provided assistance to South Africa's Uranium Hexafluoride con-
version plant.f" The enrichment techniques of interest to South Africa
had already been made available from West Germany." Germany had
an interest in South African uranium." and involved South Africa in a
process of technological exchange which included sharing the jet nozzle
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path for nuclear enrichment, which must have been known to be a path
for nuclear weapons." Some Chinese enriched uranium may also have
been diverted to South Afrtca."
South Africa had also done early joint sounding rocket research with

Germany in 1963-1964 at Tsumeb in Namibia, as well as Prince Edward
Island, with financial support from the German Ministry of Defense."
Sounding rockets! used for scientific and meteorological research, were a
common antecedent for ballistic missile programs, and were easily avail-
able and in the possession of most developed states. Furthermore, South
Africa's development of the dual-capable G5 155mm long-range can-
non was developed in part by assistance from US research provided by
the CIA. This included, in 1977, four canons and 60,000 shells smuggled
from the US to South Africa, initially as a solution to deal with Cuban
Katyusha rockets in Angola."

Consequences of Israeli support to the apartheid regime

Even before the Soviet detection of test preparations in 1977 in the
Kalahari, both East Germany and China had accused West Germany and
Israel of facilitating a South African nuclear weapons program." Pretoria
believed that a nuclear arsenal in South Africa would likely provoke
a search for nuclear weapons by other African states like Nigeria, and
would intensify any Chinese or Soviet response." Israel Air Force Gen-
eral Dan Tolkowsky once cautioned Israel that possession of a nuclear
weapon would lead the Soviet Union to deliver one to Israel's enemies,
but this, and Israel's associated link with South Africa, never produced
these effects.89

Conclusion

Israel's nuclear assistance to South Africa was primarily a barter arrange-
ment for uranium, an access agreement for missile and nuclear testing,
and an opportunity for a commercial transaction. South Africa was
distant, and had already mastered the technology needed to achieve
nuclear status, so sharing of nuclear expertise was not going to impinge
on Israel's sphere of intluence (though Israel's willing sale of Jericho 2
rockets to Iran suggests Tel Aviv had low expectations of what it could
expect as a sphere of influence). There were important converging expe-
riences for both countries - an operating but constrained democracy, a
shared Jewish community, political isolation and a historical philoso-
phy of self-reliance. They faced a common fate, but not a common foe,
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so there was little security value to their strategic aggregation, except
perhaps for the USwhich benefitted from their distraction of the Soviet
Union's developing world allies. But there were important differences as
well, as Israel had been highly critical of apartheid before 1967, as well
as the political background of South Africa's Nationalist Party.

Israel took a risk when it bartered to improve nuclear technology
in South Africa, knowing the issue of the apartheid government's
longevity. South Africa curtailed its nuclear program in 1990 and ended
apartheid in 1993, cutting Israel off from a secure and covert supply
of uranium. The technology could have just as easily fallen into the
hands of a hostile revolutionary regime willing to auction off nuclear
expertise to Israel's enemies. Israel took a smaller risk of suffering the
disapproval of the US, when its missile exports violated the US-Soviet
nonproliferation bargain. If Israel and South Africa are viewed as estab-
lished powers fending off the rise of indigenous nationalism, then their
nuclear collaboration confirms the easy deterrence model. One can only
speculate where Israel is now going for its uranium, though the porous
former Soviet Union seems a likely candidate.


